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P. Erdos 

Some of my Forgotten proble1118 in Number Theory 

P. Erdos 

1. First of all let me state a completely forgotten problem of SurAnyi and 

myself [1]. Gallai noticed that one can find three integers a 1 < a2 < a:~ 

for which there are a3 consecutive integers 0 < :z: + 1, :z: + 2, · · · , z + a3 

the product of no three of which is a multiple of a1a2a3 , but for every two 

integers 1 ~ a1 < a2 one can find among any a2 consecutive integers two of 

them whose product is a multiple of a1 a2 . This was posed as a problem in 

a Hungarian competition. Suranyi and I investigated the general situation. 

Let g(n) be the smallest integer for which if 1 < a1 < a2 < · · · < a.. is any 

sequence of n integers then for every :z: 2: 0 we can find g(n) integers among 
n 

:z: t 1, :z: + 2, · · ·, z + a.. whose product is a multiple of IT a; i.e. there are 

integers :z: < u1 < U2 · · · < Un ~ z +a.. for which IT u, = 0 ( modrt a.) . 
We proved g(3) = 4 and proved that for every E > 0 there is an no so that 

for every n > no 

(1) g(n) > (2- E)n. 

Since our paper only appeared ln Hungarian we outline the proof of (1) 

here. Let Pl < P2 · · · < Pt be a set of l primes satisfying 2pi > ~- Usir,g 

the Chinese remainder theorem it is easy to find P7 cortsecutive integers 
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z+l, · · · ,z+f?z for which z+ [rf] = 0 ( modilp•) but z+ [!'J.] ¢. O(modpt), 

also none of the integers z + t, 1 ~ t ~ ~ ( t :f:: [ ~]) are divisible by any 

of the PiP;, 1 ~ i < j ~ l and none of the integers z + t are multiples of 

n and only one of them is a multiple of Pi. Our a; are the (l~ 1) integers 

PiPi 1 ~ i < j ~ l. Clearly 

n'> ( l )l+l II a;= I1Pi 
i=-1 i=l 

Now by a simple computation {the details of which can be left to the reader) 

the product of (2 - e) (lt 1) integers z + t, 1 ~ t ~ rl is a never multiple of 

(!]Pi) l+l 

Now we asked: Is it true that g{n) < (2+ e)n or perhaps even g(n) ::; 2n. 

I offer 100 dollars or 1000 rupees, whichever is more, for a proof or disproof 

of 

g(n) < (2 + e)n (for n > no(t)). 

We further asked : What is the smallest c.. :;;.: 1 so that among any cna.. 
consecutive integers one can always find n of them whose product is a mul-

n 

tiple of II a;. Then c2 = 1 and we proved c3 = ..,fi, we have no good upper 
CJ i=l 

or lower bounds for c... 
Finally we asked : Let f(n) be the smallest number for which among 

and f(n)a.. consecutive integers one can always find n distinct numbers 

z 1 , • · · , z,. for which Zi = O(mod a;). We proved 

(2} 

It would be very interesting to improve (2) and to obtain an asymptotic 

formula for f(n). 

In a paper with Pomerance [2] written much later we investigate many 

related problems. It is entirely my fault that we did not refer to our pa

per with Sur:l.nyi, which I completely forgot ana which I "rediscovered" 
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by acCJdect. L":'. !(1;; m) be the least integer so that ir, !,-;--:. 'n, f(n;m)) 

there are dlstln.c' integera a., 1 ~ i ~ n satisfying i ; -'1-i- If r• '" m W"-' put 

/(n;m) = f(n). WB proved 

( 
lo n J I/l 

(3) (2 + o(l))n(log n)1
/l > f(n) > en -

1 
lg -

og og n, 

It would be very nice to get an asymptotic fornmla for f(n). I offer 2000 

rupees for it. We further proved 

(4) f(n; m) < 4n(n1
/

2 + 1). 

We conjecture 

(5) f(n;m) < nl+o(I)_ 

We could not even prove 

max f(n; m)- f(n)-+ oo. (6) 
m 

I offer 1000 rupees for {5) and (6) each. 

Several further interesting problems are discunsed in our paper with 

Pomerance but I have to refer to our paper. I only want to refer to one more 

problem mentioned in our paper. Let Pi be the set of primes not exceeding 

n. Denote by fp(n;m) the smallest integer for which in (m,m + /p(n;m)) 

there are distinct integers a;, 1 :s; i :S:: 1r(n), (where 1r(n) denotes the number 

if primes not exceeding n) with p; I a.. Put 

We only could prove 

hp(n) < n312(log n) 112
• 

Selfridge and I proved hP( n) > ( 3 - c: )n and Ruzsa proved 

In fact Selfridge and I [3] proved the following result which is of inde

pendent interest : There are k2 primes PI < · · · < Pk~ &'ld an interval of 
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length(:) - c:';~ which C<tntains only 2i multiples of th~ primi!ll Pl, · .. ,p.-,, . 

lt is f-3-&y to ~~ tht ~he result is beat possibie. In i..ct evr;ry interval or 

length 2pf rni!Ft a.iready contain at least 2k integers whicC.. are nmlt.iplee of 

at least one of. the primes p;, 1 s i s i 2 . We could not deciJe what hap~ena 
if the inter\'al is > (3+ t)p.,. Very recently Russa in a forthcoming paper 

entitled "Few multiples of many primes" proved that for every t and every 

n > no there is a set of primes Pt < 1'2 < · · · < p.. a.nd an interval of length 
(tjp,. which contains fewer than c(n log n)1- 1l' integers which are multiples 

of one of the primes Pl.··· ,p,.. I found this result very nice and surprising. 
Ruzsa thinks thai c(n log n)l,-l/.t is not very far from being best possible 

but not even f(n)n112,/(n)-+ oo has been proved. I would have expected 
that every interval oflength (3 + t:}Pn contains ~:'n integers which are mul
tiples of one of the primes Pi· 

2. Problems on Sidon sequences. 

A sequence of integers a1 < a2 • • · < a.. is called a Sidon sequence (or a 
B2 sequence} if the sums a; +a; are all distinct. I worked a great deal on 
these sequences and very recently I published with R. Freud a fairly com

prehensive paper on Sidon sequeneea [4]. Unfortunately the paper is hard 
to read since it is in Hungarianf4l. I will state some of the problems and 

results discussed in our paper with Freud, but will also state some new prob
lems. Let f(n) be the largest integer for which there is a Sidon sequence 

a1 < a2 <· ·· <a., s n,k = /(n). TurAn and I proved 

f(n) < nt/2 + cni/4 

and Lindstrom proved 

f(n) < nl/2 + nl/4 + 1 

Chowla and I observed that a result of Singer implies 

/(n) > nl/2 _ nl/2-e 

and if p is a prime or a power of a prime then 

f(Jil + p + 1) ~ p + 1. 
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I .-:onjectured that [or every u 

{7) 

(7) is perhaps too optimistic and ah·:>nld perhaps be replaced by 

(8) 

I would be very surprised if (8) is not true. I also conjectured that for every 

k and n > no(k) 

(9) f(n + 1:) $ f(n) + 1 

and perhaps if e is sufficiently small 

(10) f(n + [e.,lfl]) $ /(n) + 1 

Unfortunately I could not attack {9) and {10). Cameron and I [5) con

sidered the following problem : Denote by A(n) the number of Sidon sets 

Ot < 02 < · · · < a,.. $ n. Unfortunately we only got very weak upper and 

lower bounds for A(n). Trivially 

(11} 2/(n) < A(n) < (f~n)). 

It is easy to see that 

(12) lim sup A(n)/2/(n) :::: oo 

and (9) would imply 

(13) 
A(n) 
2/(ri) --> 00. 

(13} certainly must · be true and probably can be proved without the 

conjecture (9) which is perhaps not quite simple. Cameron and I expect 

that 

(14) A(n) = 2(l+o(l))/(n) 
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>l.I.\c1. J:'·:rha1iS the proof Of(14) will no•; h? , .,:·;y dil:fil:1!lt. 

i> :~Thaps tb.~ follwing question is of ir.t,;·,c5t : A Si·:!ou s,'lquence a1 < a2 < 
• • <.. llA: .5 n \s called maximal if we can not add to it a t, 0 < t ~ n so that 
il: ~h.ould remain a Sidon sequence i.e. every 1 ~ t ~ n can be written in 
the fnrm >.I,+ at- a,.. Let A1(n) be the number of maximal Sidon sequence. 

It seems certain that A1 (n) is very much smaller than A(n). I would expect 

that 

(15) 

for every e > 0, but 

( lti} At(n) > 2"• 

for some c > 0. Cameron and I could not prove (15) or (16), but perhaps 

we overlook a simple idea, for further related problems I have to refer to my 

paper with Cameron. 

I would lilte to mention one.more .problem which if I remember right we 

observed with D. Berend when I visited him a few years ago at the Ben 
Gurion .Univenity at Beer Sheva. 

Let 1 ~ a1 < · · · < lltrC•l(n) ~ n and assume that if /(n} is the number 
of solutions of n = iii+ a; then max /(n) ~ r . In other words the number 

of solutions of a1 +a; = n is at moat r. Put max t(r)(n) "" (c,. + o(l))y'ii. 

Similarly assume that b1 < b2 < · · · bt•>(n) < n and the number of solutions 

of bi-b; = n is at most "· Put max t<rl(n) = (c~ + o(l))y'ii. 

Trivially e1 == ~ and our result with Turan implies c1 == c} = 1. We 

observed that very li1cely for ,. > 1, ~ f; c~ and in fact d,. < c,.. I completely 

forgot about this attractive problem which we independently reformulated 

with R. Freud and only later did I remember our conversation with D. 

Berend. I would not be surprised jf Berend also forgot about it. 
Beiore I close this chapter I wan~ to mention two more problems in our 

paper with Freud which seems attractive to me. Let a 1 < · · · < ak ~ n 

and a.ssume that there is only one m for which the number of solution of 

at+ ai = m is greater that 1. We show that max k ~ -/rrn1f: is possible, 
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;.~·, tJz.b~:.: i.,n fact, l"16X k = (1 + o(l))~n1 i:. ;,:.-~ ;)' ··1\:rvd thl\t if we assume 

!~M there ia c.Jl.!y one m for which the numbet cf ~dlutious of m-= a. -a; 
ia 1 then Jll.'U 1: = (1 + o(1))fo which show that tl<e conditions on ·tJt· + ai 

:md a. -- c; are really different and seem to give hope for C.:. < Cr· 

Finally let at < · · · < a" $ n be such that the number of>distinct sums 
of the form a.+ a; is (1 + o(l ))(~). What can be said about max k'! We only 

could show max t? (1 + o(l))~fo- H we make the same assumption for 

a; - a., we again obtain max k = (1 + o(1))../ii. 
3. Some extrema:i problems in additive number theory. It is well known 

and easy to see that if 

1 ~ a1 < 112 < · · · < a.-.+2 $ 2n 

are n+ 2 integers not exceeding 2n there always are three distinct a' &at, a;, a~e, a~e = 
a. + a;. The integers n ~ t ~ 2n show that the theorem is best possible. 

About two years ago V.T. S6s and I conjectured that if 

5n 
1 $ a1 < 112 < -· · < 11t $ 2n, t == S + 0(1) 

then there always three a'' a., ai, a~o for which all the sums t1i + a;, tli + 
a,., a; + a,. are also a''· The integers 

and 

n n 
- < t <-8- - 4 

~ < t < n 2- -

show that our conjecture if true is best possible. More generally we posed 

the following problem : Let f~2)(n) be the smallest integer for which if A 

is any set of f!2l(n} positive integers not exceeding n there always are A: 

distinct t1i E A, 1 $ i $ k so that all the (~) sums a;1 +a;~ are also elements 

of A. We conjectured that 

(17} 
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and an easy example shows ~hat \ ~-7) ii true is best possible. The integerll t 

~< !< !.:. < r<k-2 2 . 4• - . - ·1.,. - -

show this. 

More generally we conjectured that there is a constant cr> < 1 for which 

among any set of ci'">n positive integers A not exceeding n there always are 

lc of them for whi.ch the sum of any r or fewer of these lc a's are also in A. I 

certainly thought that our conjecture is new and very soon Ruzsa proved a 

slightly weaker result than (17). He in fact proved 

(2) 2 CIJ: 
(18) /,. (n) > 3 n - 4• 

We all thought that (18} is a nice new result. A few months later I 

found that 16 years earlier Choi, SzemerM.i and I [6) proved that f~2}(n) > 
( ~ - e~o)n, where e1c -+ 0 ask-+ oo, our result is slightly weaker than Ruzsa's. 

All I could do was to apologise to Ruzsa that I forgot our old result. The 

conjecture ( 17) is still open even for k = 3. 

In our triple paper we also proved the existence of ci'") < 1 for every 1c 

and r but for r ~ 3 have no reasonable conjecture for the value oi ci'"). 

In our paper we investigate also a slightly different problem which seems 
interesting and which I completely forgot . Denote by g~~:(n) the smallest 

integer so that for any set of gk(n) positive integers not exceeding n, there 

always are A: integers 61, b,, · · ·, b~o so that all the sums b; + bj, 1 ~ i < j ~ k 

are a's. The difference is that the b's do not have to be a's. We proved 

g3{n) = n + 2,g4(n) = n + c for some constant c if n > no, 

n + c1 log n < gs(n) < n+ c:2 log n ;n + c3n
1

/
2 < g6(n) < n + c:4n 112• 

We could not get a good estimation for g1(n). We proved that for 

every k 
g~~:(n) < i + 2"'nl-2-• 

and for every e > 0 and 1.: > ko(e) 

n 
g~~:(n) > - + n1

-" 
2 
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Sev10ral fhlther interesting problems are stl\~ :<i !..'l th~C paper which has 

been fmgot;en by everybody including the aut!:<ors. 

4. ln this final Chapter I state a set of miscellaneous problems some old, 

some new. The old ones have perhaps been undeserved!y neglected. First a 

few combinatorial problems on additive number theory. 

Let a1 < a2 < · · · be a sequence of integers. It is said to have property P 

if no lli divides the sum of two larger a's. Sarkozy and I [7] proved that the 

density of every infinite sequence of property P is 0 and we conjectured that 

L ;};- converges for a sequence having property P and in fact L ;};- < c 
i i 

for some absolute constant c. If a1 < a 2 < · · · < a1c :-:;; x is a finite Jequence 

having property P then perhaps 

k < [~] + 1. 

It is very annoying that we have not been able to prove or disprove this 

simple conjecture. More generally if no lli divides the sum of r or fewer 

larger a' & is it then true that 

k < =- + 0(1)? - r 

The integers x (1- ~) :5 lli :-:;; x show that this conjecture if true is best 

possible. The conjecture perhaps remains true if we ask that no lli divides 

the sum of exactly r larger a'~. 

Let again a1 < a 2 < -· · be an infinite sequence of integers and assume 

that 

(19) 

In other words no a equals the sum of consecutive a's. Is it then true that the 

lower density of the a'~ is 0? Perhaps in fact (19) implies that the logarithmic 

density of the a's is 0 i.e. lo; ., L t -. 0. It is easy to construct a sequence 
ai<x 

satisfying (19) for which for every x 

(20) 
1 L - > c loglog z 

at<z a; 
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p~>.rhs.ps (20) is best pouib1Z' 

'the upper density of a 8~t;.uenr.e ~Mi:lfy.i.ng (19) can be' ! but pn::.bai:·ly 

it can not be >l In lact peraaps i.f 1 :S at < a, < · · · < z, :::; z satisfies 
(1P) then 

1: 
max t S 2 + 0(1); 

perhaps t $ [ ~ J ; perhaps thls is trivial or trivially false and I overlook a 
simple argument [8]. 
Sze~ and I [9] investigated the following problems : Let 1 S a1 < 

a2 < · · · < a.. be n integers. Denote by f(n) the smallest integer for which 
there are at least /(n) distinct integers of the form 

(21) 

We expected that /(n) will be large, since it seemed to us that if there are 
few distinct integers of the form 40 + a; then there will be many distinct 
integers of the form a;a.i. Indeed we proved that there is an absolute constant 
c > 0 for which 

(22) /(n) > nH" 

and in fact we conjectured that for every e > 0 and n > no( e) 

(23) 

We are very far from being able to prove this attractive and neglected 
conjecture. We proved 

{24) /(n) < n2-c/lot)Dc n . 

Perhaps (24) is dose to being best possible. Several further interesting 
problems are stated in our paper but we have to refer to it for further details. 

Now I state a few problems of Nathanson and myself: Let a1 < a2 < · · · 
be an infinite sequence of integers; denote by f(n) the number of solutions 
of n = a.+ lZJ· Denote by B(z) the number of integers n < z for which 
/(n) f; 1 i.e. B(z) is the number of integers for which /(n) = 0 or f(n) > 1. 
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It is not hard to e i1c ~r that there 1B a Jequence A for which B ( z,: c - o{;; ~ -t-t) 

We conjectured tb.at 

(25) _B(z)-+ 0 zl/2 

I 
Ruzsa stated that he proved B(z) > zt, but nothlng has been published. 
Here again I completely forgot our problem with Nathanson which were
discovered with V.T. S6s and SArkozy [10]. 

There is another problem of Nathanson and myself which I feel is very 

interesting and which has been neglected. Let A = {a1 < a2 < · · ·} be 
an infinite sequence of integers, denote by /(n) the number of solutions of 

n = IIi+ a;. A is called a minimal asymptotic basis of order 2 if f(n) > 0 for 
all n > no but if we omit any l1i E A then there are infinitely many integers 
which can not be represented as the swn of two terms of A- a1, (i.e. if 

n"" a,.+ a, then u = i or t1 = i). We proved that if f(n) > c log'n,c >log~ 
then A contains a minimal asymptotic basis of order 2. Our most interesting 

problems are: Assume /(n)-+ co, is it then true that A contains a minimal 
asymptotic basis of order 2'! H the answer is negative then perhaps /(n) > 
clog n, for any c > 0) already implies that A contains a minimal asymptotic 
basis of order 2. Also if A1 and A2 are two disjoint asymptotic bases of order 
2 is it true that A1 U A2 contains a minimal asymptotic basis of order 2. 

Several fUither (I thlnk) interesting problems are stated in OUI papers but I 

have to refer to them [11]. 
To end the paper I state a few more old problems of mine. 

Divide the integers 1, 2, · · · 2n into two disjoint sets a1, a2, ···,an; bt, b,, · · ·, bn, 

with n elements in each class. Denote by M~c the number of solutions of 

l1i - bj = A: and put 

M = M(n) ==min max M~c 
1c 

where the maximwn is to be taken for all - 2n $ k $ 2n and the minimwn 

for all the e:) divisions of the integers into two disjoint classes with both 
having n elements. I asked for the determination or estimation of M more 
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than 2~ y c '.)J'S 1\!1;0. '!'he best upper bound is still ,\-I -.: ~1 h; T:1.'! be~t lower 
bo·u.' t•.: io r\u<! to ), , Moac>r [12] 

{26) M > )4- Vi.S(n- 1) > 0.3570(n -· .: ). 

The problem. has been completely forgotten, I think it would be of some 

interest to see whether {26) can be improved. 

Let 1 < a1 < a2 < · · · be an infinite sequence of real numbers for which 
for every i, j, A: 

(27) 

Is it then true that 

{28) lim; 2:::1 = 0? 
as<• 

and perhaps even 

{29) 1 2:::1 -- ----+0 
log~ ao cs;<• 

H the a' 1 are integers then (27) means that no a divides any other and 
it is well known that then (28) and (29) are satisfied [13]. 

Is it true that every n "t 0 (mod 4) is the sum of a power of 2 and a 
square free number? All I could show (and this is easy} that the density of 

the integers n "t 0 (mod 4) which are not of a sum of a power of 2 and a 
square free number is 0. 

It has been conjectured that there is an r for which every integer is 

the sum of a prime and r or fewer powers of 2. This conjecture is almost 
certainly unattack.able. Gallagher [14] proved that to every e there is an r 
for which the lower density of the integers which are the sum of a prime 

and r power of 2 is greater than 1 - e. Vander Corput and I [15] proved 

that there is an arithmetic progression of odd numbers no term of which is 
the sum of a power of 2 and a prime. Crocker [16] proved that there are 
infinitely many odd numbers which are not the sum of a prime and two 
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pcwers of 2, but probc.btJ ~\·~.-y ari'.;.met;c progression contair.s a.< ·P~I·,::.r 

which is the sum of:>. :pr5..me and tw•:J powers of 2. 

Let h~c{n) be the largest integer for which there is a sequence of integus 

1 S a1 < a2 < · ··llt,Clt S n,t = h~c(n), so that among any k + 1 a's there 

are two which are not relatively prime. I conjectured decades ago that you 

get h~c(n) by taking the integers which have a prime factor S Pic where Pic 

i6 the A:-th prime. Perhaps there is a simple proof of this, but I have not 
succeeded in finding it. 

Graham and I [17) conjectured that if we color the integer: 1 s t s n1c 

by k color: then 

has a monochromatic solution. H the answer is affirmative it would be 

interesting to estimate nA:. Perhaps the following prolem is of interest : Let 

f( n) be the smallest integer for which if 1 S :z:1 < :z:2 < · · · < :z: f(n), S n is a 
sequence of integers then 

(30) 
/(n) 

L e· 
_!. == 1 £& = 0 or 1 
:Z:i 

1=1 

is always solvable. Is it true that f(n)/n -> 0? In other words: Is it true 

that (30) is solvable in every sequence of positive lower density? 

To end the paper let me state two more questions, one old and one 

new. A sequence of integers b1 < b2 < · · · is called sum free if the sum 
of two b's never equals a third. In an old paper of mine I investigated the 

following question: Let g(n) be the largest integer for which any sequence 

a1 < a2 < ···<an contains a sum free subsequence of g(n) terms. I proved 

[18] 

(31) 
n 3n 
- < g(n) <-3- - 7 

Very recently Noga Alon and Kleitman improved (31), they proved 

n 12 
3 < g(n) S 29n. 
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Tb~ t;t::.(t y:;Jae of q(n) iB still not Jmown 2/ld is · th!n.k i!..''l in!eresting 

que;:t:•)"-. l'lioga Alon and Kleitman investigatd ti.!1 quc~tion for Abelian 

groul>• :\Ttd oi:Jta.ined many interesting further rP.aults, l.mt I have to refer to 

their paper. 

A. Hajnal discovered the following combinatorial game : There are n 
points. Tl\'o players alternatively join two of the points by an edge. Two 

points can be joined by only one edge and the graph determmed by the edges 

drawn by the two players is not allowed to contain a triangle. The game ends 

if every new edge would give a triangle. One of the players wants the game 

to last as long as possible the other wants to finish it as soon as possible. If 
both players play as well as possible what will happen? How long will the 

game last? The conditions are the unusual and novel features of Hajnal's 

game. By Turful.'s well known theorem [ n;] + 1 edges certainly determine a 

triangle, thus the game can not last long than [ n;) moves. Hajnal observed 

that the player who wants to end the ganie as fast as possible, can force the 

endm (1- e)"; moves. and Fiiredi and Seress.proved.that the player who 

wants the game to last as long as possible can force c n log n moves. Now 

I have the following number theoretic modification at the game of Hajnal. 

The two players choose altematingly an integer t, 2 ~ t ~ n. The only rule 
is that the union of the integer chosen by the two players is a primitive set 

i.e. no one divides the other. The game ends if no legal move is possible i.e. 

if the choice of any new integer would either divide or be the multiple of any 

of the integers already chosen. One of the players wants the game to last as 

long as possible, the other wants to end it as soon as possible. I think that 

the player who wants to keep the game going as long as possible can force 

(1- t)j mo~s, but I can not even prove en. 

Here is our problem with Szl!meredi : Let A be a sequence of integers 

a1 < a2 < .. · . Denote by F( A, X, k) the number of indices i for which 

i.e. the number of indices i for which the least common multiple of ai, lli+l• · · ·, a..H:-1 
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i~ < X.. We conjectured that to every t: > J th·I•' :o :). k for which 

( 1) F(A,X,k)< X' 

We thought that (1) will not be easy. We proved that for every sequence A 

(2) F(A,X,3) < e1X! log X 

and there is a sequence A for which for infinitely many X 

(3) 
I 

F(A, X, 3) > c2X"J log X . 

Perhaps there is a sequence A for which {3) holds for every X. 
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